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CONTENT HEADINGS
The case commentary shall include only the following:
i. Cover Page
ii. Introduction
iii. Background of the Case
iv. Analysis
vv. Conclusion

PAGE/WORD LIMIT
i. The Cover Page shall include not more than these details- “The chosen Theme”, 
“Comparative Case Commentary on –(Name of the Case)”:all center aligned; 
“Participation Code” on top right corner of the page; The header should mention the 
name of the Competition, i.e, Nyayshastram’s National Comparative Case 
Commentary Competition-2020.
ii.ii. The Cover Page should not exceed 1 page.
iii. Introduction: maximum half page
iv. Background of the Case:maximum half page.
v. Both ‘Introduction’ and ‘Background’ have to be on the same page and should not 
exceed 1 page.
vi. Analysis: 3-5 pages maximum
vii. Conclusion – maximum 1 page.
viii.viii. The Conclusion shall start from the next fresh page. 
ix. In total, the maximum number of pages should not exceed 8 pages.

INTRODUCTION
The IntThe Introduction should ideally begin with a short paragraph identifying the subject 
of the case so as to give the reader a fair idea regarding the issues you are going to 
address in the comment.  It should be a very brief statement of facts stating only the 
part of the factual matrix which is essential to the issue being discussed. Thereafter, 
you should write the disposition and what was eventually held in the case in a very 
precise manner.

BACKGROUND
The purpose of writing this section is The purpose of writing this section is to let the reader get the general idea about the 
factual subject matter of the case before you start your analysis. The very first step 
to do this is to draw an outline of the development of the law leading up to the case 
under review by touching upon landmark cases and significant statutory 
developments. This helps the reader to appraise the court's decision and understand 
your arguments more clearly.
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ANALYSIS
This constitutes the main part of the case comment and for the purpose of this 
competition it can be divided into two parts. For the first part, the participants may 
focus on the following questions while attempting the case comment (These are 
merely suggestive):
1. Was the Court’s decision appropriate? 
2. Does this decision change2. Does this decision change/conform with existing law? 
3. Was the reasoning consistent with previous reasoning in similar cases? 
4. Is it likely that the decision will significantly influence existing law? 
5. Did the court adequately justify its reasoning? 
6. Was its interpretation of the law appropriate?
7. Was the reasoning logical /consistent? 
8. Did the court consider all8. Did the court consider all/omit some issues and arguments? And, if there was 
omission, does this weaken the merit of the decision? 
9. What are the policy implications of the decision? 
10. Are there alternative approaches which could lead to more appropriate public 
policy in this area?

The second part shall include the COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS focussing on the 
following questions (These are merely suggestive):
11. Whether the same subject matter has been addressed in any case of a foreign 
jurisdiction?
2. Whether the decision by the foreign court was progressive and practically 
feasible? If yes, then how can the same be incorporate in India?
NOTE: Interdisciplinary approach to the analysis is allowed. The participants can 
discuss the relevance of other laws in their analysis. It is mandatory to bring about a 
comparative analysis with another jurisdiction.

CONCCONCLUSION
The conclusion to the case comment should encapsulate the main essence of the 
author’s findings and arguments. It is not always necessary to reach a conclusion to 
decide upon whether or not the court's decision was right. You can simply end your 
analysis by briefly stating the impact of the case and pointing out certain lacunae (if 
any).

FORMAT
i.i. Font style: Times New Roman
ii. Size: body-12 pts
iii. Headingsbold-12 pts
iv. Line spacing: 1.5
v. 1-inch margin on all sides of the pages
vi. Citations: Only footnotes are allowed and the mode of citation must be Standard 
Indian Legal Citation (SILC).
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vii. The plagiarism limit is 20%
viii. The entries have to be submitted as both doc/docx & pdf files.
ix. The document must be named with the Participation Code only (for eg. 
CYNYXXX, where XXX would be a number)

EVALUATION CRITERIA
The criteria for evaluation shall include the following:
KnKnowledge of Facts          5 Marks
Knowledge of Laws          10 Marks
Knowledge of Background      5 Marks
Proper and Articulate Analysis   50 Marks
Extent of Research           10 Marks
Organisation and Clarity       10 Marks
Correct Format and Citation     10 Marks
TTotal Marks                100

PENALTIES
Exceeding the page prescribed limit              -1 for each category and -2 for  
                                       exceeding overall limit
Not adhering to the prescribed mode of Citation     -2 for each wrong citation to a  
                                       maximum of -10 marks
Not adhering to the prescribed Content Categories   -5 in lumpsum
AAdditional Content Categories other than prescribed  -4 for each such additional    
                                       category
Plagiarism                                -2 per instance to a maximum  
                                       of -10 marks
Not adhering to the prescribed Format            -5 in lumpsum
Mention of any personal detail on the document     Immediate disqualification
Incorrect naming of file                       Immediate disqualification
Not mentioning the Not mentioning the Participation Code            Immediate disqualification
Late Submission                            -5 for each day till 06/08/20

MISCELLANEOUS
1. Implementation and interpretation of rules regarding the practice and procedures, 
the final decision lies with Nyayshastram.
2. The co2. The copyright of the entries submitted by the participants shall solely lie with 
Nyayshastram and acceptance of such vesting is a precondition to participation in 
the Competition. The rules governing the Competition should be strictly adhered to 
and any deviation thereof will attract penalties or disqualification in the manner pre-
scribed.
3. The registration fee is non-refundable.
4. Nyayshastram can amend, change or include any changes to the given rules and 
regulations if the need arises to do so.
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5. In case of a draw between two participants, the participant with more marks in the 
‘Proper and Articulate Analysis’ will be declared as the winner/runners-up.
6. There will be no rule governing a tie breaker for rest of the positions.
7. Participants should refrain from writing a descriptive essay for the Analysis.

MODE OF PAYMENT
The payment can be made through BHIM UPI/Google Pay/PhonePe/PayTM UPI.
The The registration fee has to be paid to the following: MOBILE NUMBER: 7337603842 
(ABHISHEK BHUSHAN SINGH).

REGISTRATION
After payment of the registration fee, the participants are required to fill the following 
form to complete the registration process:

https://forms.gle/A3pCAvLTyU3BWhL49

The submissions The submissions for the respective themes have to be done via uploading the 
document & pdf files on google form through the following links:

Criminal Law           :  https://forms.gle/HAfeHkK2PFW3dMxt6
Cyber Law             :  https://forms.gle/MobJH5tuopjWkVREA
Environmental Law       :  https://forms.gle/Ahyi2bFyRBba1zFC9
Human Rights          :  https://forms.gle/ZPt88eEo2gbNq1sz8
Intellectual Property Law   :  https://forms.gle/ikW2t2akZ5oYb8VJ8

CONCONTACT
For any queries, feel free to write to us at nyayshastram@gmail.com

Or call us on:

7301763148- Aniket Dutta
8209024838 – Shivangi Pandia
7337603842- Abhishek Singh
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